Entity Grid and Its Extensions Barzilay and Lapata (2008)
Model grammatical role transmission of nouns (heads of NPs) across sentences Represent documents as distributions defined over entity transition (vectors of 4 k transitions probabilities {S, O, X, −} k ) Assessment of text coherence as a ranking problem in an SVM preference ranking framework 
Elsner and Charniak (2011)
Include non-head nouns Extend grid to distinguish between entities by incorporating entity-specific features: named entity, noun class, modifiers, etc
Limitations of entity grid models
Cannot capture long entity transitions Limit to learn task-specific features Figure: A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture for modeling local coherence.
Our Neural Coherence Model

Grid CNN:
Use a convolutional approach Transform each grammatical role in grid into distributed representation Model sufficiently long entity transitions in location invariant way Train in end-to-end fashion on a target task (e.g., discrimination) Learn task-specific high level features
Extended Grid CNN:
Incorporate entity-specific features Attach feature values with grammatical roles if an entity e j of type P ERSON appears as a subject (S) in a sentence s i , the grid entry G i,j can be encoded as P ERSON _S.
Pairwise end-to-end training:
, where document d i is more coherent than d j Use pairwise ranking approach to learn θ by minimizing the objective:
where G i and G j are entity grids of d i and d j , respectively θ: set of CNN parameters
Experiment 1: Sentence Ordering Discrimination
A document is compared to its permutations of sentences
Insertion
Remove and re-insert one sentence at a time into every position Examine permutations closer to the original ordering 
